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Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it ~ an integrated STEM unit for gifted children 

Rationale 

 

“Improving education in math and science is about producing engineers, researchers, scientists, 

and innovators who are going to help transform our economy and our lives for the better.  But, it’s 

also about something more.  It’s about expanding opportunity for all Americans in a world where an 

education is the key to success."  

                                                                       -President Barack Obama (11/23/09) 

 

Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it is a unit designed to introduce students to the engineering 

design process and inquiry based learning. It attempts to address the growing concern over the 

dwindling amount of college graduates obtaining STEM degrees. STEM is short for science, 

technology, engineering and math; but what does that really mean? In 1991, Judith Ramaly, former 

director of the National Science Foundation’s education and human resource division is credited by 

many for coining the acronym STEM. It was her vision to revolutionize the way science and math 

are taught. The change would go from textbook and boring labs to activities requiring problem 

solving, discovery, exploratory learning and require students to actively engage in a situation in 

order to find its solution.” (Fioriello 2010)  

A unit based on STEM education standards is ideal for a gifted student because it covers 

many of the gifted programming standards provided by the National Association for Gifted Children. 

Standard three, particularly addresses curriculum and instruction planning and states: 

Educators apply the theory and research-based models of curriculum and instruction related 

to students with gifts and talents and respond to their needs by planning, selecting, adapting, and 

creating culturally relevant curriculum and by using a repertoire of evidence-based instructional 

strategies to ensure specific student outcomes. 
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This unit utilizes the Integrated Curriculum Model (ICM) developed by Joyce Van Tassal-

Baska, which was created to respond to “gifted learners’ characteristics of precocity, intensity, and 

complexity.”  It consists of three interrelated components that include concepts, processes and 

products, and advanced content.  (VanTassel-Baska, 1987)  The Engineering Design Process 

contains several mini processes and products, as well as the overarching concept of research, 

success and failure. Several lessons in Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it use strategies adapted 

from the ICM, but also make use of inquiry based lessons, which according to Van Tassal-Baska, is 

the most powerful teaching tool for working with the gifted. (VanTassel-Baska, 2003)   

A simple internet search ‘how to integrate STEM into the classroom’ will yield over 6 million 

results. Many have the same techniques. The most common information is that you first must 

understand the Engineering Design Process, which is a cyclical process that begins with 

brainstorming, followed by planning, creating, modifying and team problem solving. All of these 

items are addressed as needs in standard 3.4 of the NAGC gifted education programming 

standards; “Instructional Strategies: Students with gifts and talents become independent 

investigators.” The application of the Engineering Design Process as a problem solving approach 

allows for the kinds of instructional strategies needed to revive creativity in American education, and 

particularly in gifted children. 

Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it meets the affective needs of gifted children in many other 

ways as well. Standard Four addresses the learning environment:  

Learning environments foster personal and social responsibility, multicultural competence, 

and interpersonal and technical communication skills for leadership in the 21st century to ensure 

specific student outcomes. and standard 4.1 addresses the need for gifted children to demonstrate 

personal growth in the areas of self-awareness, self-advocacy, self-efficacy, confidence, motivation, 

resilience, independence, curiosity, and risk taking. One of the biggest ideas in the Engineering 

Design Process is the idea of risk taking and failure. Oftentimes gifted students aren’t willing to go 

out on a limb, think outside the box and present their ideas to others unless they know they are 
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correct. The idea behind the cycling activities of the Engineering Design Process is that the student 

is encouraged to take a chance and make something new or redesign something to make it better 

or more efficient. The lesson about invention and innovation discusses failure specifically and 

addresses some of the major inventions we have today because of engineering failures. The 

encouragement given by teaching this unit will assist gifted students in breaking through the fear 

barrier, and thereby being able to truly discover some inner talents they may not have known 

existed.  

 The 7-8 grade level for this unit is especially important, because recent research from ACT 

shows that “the level of academic achievement that students attain by eighth grade has a larger 

impact on their college and career readiness by the time they graduate from high school than 

anything that happens academically in high school.” (ACT 2008) Developing talent is crucial to 

gifted children, and developing talent in STEM areas is crucial to the economic future of the United 

States. To meet the demands of the future, it is critical that STEM education including both the T 

and E (technology and engineering) be implemented in the middle school years.  

 Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it is STEM unit designed for gifted and talented students in 

seventh or eighth grade.  There are 8 lessons designed for 90 minute class periods, but can easily 

be adapted to accommodate smaller time periods. Participants should be at or above grade level in 

reading due to the high level of research and writing. Students should also be above grade level in 

science, particularly in the area of physics and the laws of motion. The unit was designed with to 

promote engineering,  however, it is an introductory unit to the Engineering Design Process and 

provides all relevant background information needed, it is appropriate for any above level learners.  
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Switch It, Change It, Rearrange It – Standards Alignment 
 

 

The overall unit goals are comprised of Content, Concept and Process Goals, as demonstrated in 
the Integrated Curriculum Model. After completion of all activities in this unit, students will: 

 

1. Utilize the engineering design process as a problem solving technique (Concept 
Goal) 

 
Standard 9: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of engineering design. 
 
I. Established design principles are used to evaluate existing designs, to collect data, and to 
guide the design process. 
 
J. Engineering design is influenced by personal characteristics, such as creativity, 
resourcefulness, and the ability to visualize and think abstractly. 

L. The process of engineering design takes into account a number of factors 
 
Standard 11: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop the abilities to apply the design process. 

 
N. Identify criteria and constraints and determine how these will affect the design process. 

 
O. Refine a design by using prototypes and modeling to ensure quality, efficiency, and 
productivity of the final product. 

 
Q. Develop and produce a product or system using a design process. 

 
R. Evaluate final solutions and communicate observation, processes, and results of the entire 
design process, using verbal, graphic, quantitative, virtual, and written means, in addition to 
three-dimensional models. 

 

 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 
Strand 1: Critical Thinking   Standard 2: Application 
Problem Solving 

 
CRIT.2.10. Define/describe the problem  

      CRIT.2.11. Determine desired outcome  
CRIT.2.12. Brainstorm possible solutions  
CRIT.2.14. Evaluate solutions  

 
       Strand 2: Creative Thinking Standard 1: Core Processes  
       Fluency  

 
      CRET.1.1. Utilize brainstorming techniques  
      CRET.1.2. Generate many alternatives in problem finding and problem solving 
 
      Originality  
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      CRET.1.8.   Create unique products or ideas by combining materials or ideas  
      CRET.1.9.   Generate unique solutions to problems  

 
 
 

         Strand 4: Personal Growth Standard 1: Core Processes 
Interpersonal Relations 
 
PG.1.11. Consider different points of view  

 

 

2. Explain the role troubleshooting, research and development, invention and 

innovation and experimentation have in problem solving. (Process Goal) 
 
Standard 3: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of the relationships among technologies and the 
connections between technology and other fields of study. 
 
I. Technological ideas are sometimes protected through the process of patenting      
 
 Standard 10: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of the role of troubleshooting, research and 
development, invention and innovation, and experimentation in problem solving 

 
J. Technological problems must be researched before they can be solved 

      
 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 
Coping with Failure 
 
 PG.1.18. Risk a mistake or failure 

       PG.1.20. Try difficult tasks  
       PG.1.21. Analyze the cause of a failure or mistake 

 

3. Accept the risk of failure and analyze the possible cause(s) of failure and use 

those causes as a constructive part of the design process (Process goal)  
 
Standard 11: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop the abilities to apply the design process 

 
P. Evaluate the design solution using conceptual, physical, and mathematical models at various     
intervals of the design process in order to check for proper design and to note areas 
improvements are needed. 

 

Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 
Coping with Failure 
 
 PG.1.18. Risk a mistake or failure 

       PG.1.20. Try difficult tasks  
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 PG.1.21. Analyze the cause of a failure or mistake 
 

4. Have a deeper understanding of technology and its role in the world around 

them. (Content Goal) 
 
 

Standard 1: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of the characteristics and scope of technology  
J. The nature and development of technological knowledge and processes are functions of the 
setting. 
L. Inventions and innovations are the results of specific, goal-directed research. 
 
Standard 6: Grades 6-8 
Students will develop an understanding of the role of society in the development and use of 
technology. 
 

      Standard 6: Grades 9-12 
E. The use of inventions and innovations has led to changes in society and the creation of new 
needs and wants 
 
Standard 7: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of the influence of technology on history. 
 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 
        
Strand 3: Independent and Group Investigation Standard 1: Core Processes 
Information Gathering 

 
IGI.1.7. Use electronic resources to gather and communicate information 
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Lesson 1—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 
 

Lesson Title: Which came first? 

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM:  Science  X Technology  X Engineering  Math 

 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:  After completing this lesson, the learner will: 

1. be able to explain what technology is 

2. recognize that human intervention is the common bond among technologies 

 Group Size:   X Individual     X Small Group Large Group 

 Essential Questions:  

1. What is technology? 

2. What are the influences of technology? 

3. How are society and technology interrelated? 

4. What profession is most closely associated with technology? 

 

 Local/State/National Standards:  
 
Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 
Association: 
Standard 1: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of the characteristics and scope of 
technology  
J. The nature and development of technological knowledge and processes are 
functions of the setting. 
L. Inventions and innovations are the results of specific, goal-directed research. 
 
Standard 6: Grades 6-8 
Students will develop an understanding of the role of society in the development and 
use of technology. 
 

 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12: 
CRIT.1.4. Classify information into logical categories 
 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: TABA Interpretation of Data 

 Differentiation: Lesson is written grade level above 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  

Chart Paper or White/Smart board; Paper/Pencil; Paper bags (one for each group of 
3-4);  
 

8-10 items for the paper bag that could include any of the following: electronic 
device, like a cell phone or calculator  
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water bottle   roll of tape   ruler   construction paper  

stuffed animal   hat    scissors  sweater  

dice    juicebox   bag   hair clip  

button    spoon    key   book  

stapler   glue stick   and  - something to spark discussion 

about being technology or not- I am choosing a diamond (fake one yes) 
II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

** Prior to the instruction of the first lesson, give students the Pre-Test found in the 

assessment plan** Remind students it is a pre-test to test their knowledge and any 

misconceptions. It is not for a grade, but will be used as a guiding tool. ** 

 

 Introduction/Hook 
 

 Instructional Procedures 

 
1. Give the students one minute to write everything they can think of to complete the 

following: 

“When I say technology, you think:” 

2. After they write their answers, ask for student responses:  

Accept all answers and write student responses on the board. Do not attempt to have 
students refine their definitions of technology at this point. They will revisit their 
definitions and refine them in Step 5. Students, like older individuals, may harbor the 
preconception that technology relates mostly to computers. Through advertisements and 
media articles, they are familiar with the terms information technology and computer 
technology. 

Teacher note: Asking this question requires students to call on their prior knowledge, 
and it engages their thinking. At this point, do not critique student responses. 
Appropriate teacher comments are short and positive, such as “good” and “what else?” 
Other appropriate teacher responses include, “Why do you believe that?” or “How do 
you know that?” Questions such as these allow the teacher to assess students’ current 
knowledge about the subject and to adjust lessons accordingly. They also provide a 
springboard to “Let’s find out” or “Let’s investigate.” In general, it is time to move forward 
when the teacher sees that thinking has been engaged. 

3. Put students into groups of 3 -4, and give them a bag of goodies to investigate. 
 
These bags should contain 8-10 items.. ideas could be any of the following: 
 

electronic device, like a cell phone or calculator  
water bottle   roll of tape   ruler   construction paper  

stuffed animal   hat    scissors  sweater  

dice    juicebox   bag   hair clip  

button    spoon    key   book  

stapler   glue stick   and  - something controversial to spark 

debate over whether or not it’s technology- I am choosing a diamond (fake one yes) 
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** Investigation bags should include 1-2 electronic items—pictures will do if you don’t 
have real ones to put in the bag** 

 
Give the groups 10-15 minutes to investigate- tell them they must make a list of all of 
the items and determine if they think they are technology or not.   
(you have still not given a definition of technology at this point) 
 

4. When time is up, ask students for their lists- make charts on the wall with chart 
paper, the board or smartboard. 
 

5. In looking at the lists of “technology”, Ask students, “In general, 
what do you see about the lists that you made? What do these 
things have in common? What does technology do for us? 
 

6. This question may help students understand that technology helps us 
solve problems, makes our lives easier, and extends our abilities to 
do things. Technology is used to develop skills or tools, both in 
our daily lives and in our occupations. It is defined as “anything 
that has been engineered.  

Technology extends our abilities to change the world: to cut, shape, or put together 
materials; to move things from one place to another; and to reach farther with our 
hands, voices, and senses. . . . The changes may relate to survival needs such as 
food, shelter, or defense, or they may relate to human aspirations such as knowledge, 
art, or control. 

Ask students if they would like to reclassify any of their items from the 
investigation bag. Give them ample time to do so.  

Revisit lists as needed. As students if they would like to add any other 
technologies to their lists. 

7. Now ask students to imaging they live in the stone ages and have a rip in their 
buckskin skirt or “pants”… how would they fix it? (remind them there is no electricity 
and needle and thread may or may not have been invented yet.  
Students first should recognize that the ripped garment is a problem requiring a 
solution. They should consider what technologies they have available. The Stone 
Age was a period early in the development of human cultures when tools were made 
of stone and bone. Clothing consisted of animal skins or fabrics woven from threads 
derived from plant fibers. Bones and sharp reeds were used to make needles. 

8. Ask students how their approach to mending the garment 
would change as time advanced from the Stone Age to the 
present. What new knowledge would allow the development of 
new technology? 

Student responses will vary, and some students may want to jump directly from the 
Stone Age to the modern sewing machine. Slow them down and have them consider 
incremental changes in knowledge and technologies. They may cite the use of metals 
to fashion repair tools, like knives and finer needles. New knowledge of metals and 
chemistry would help here. Later advances in engineering and mechanics would lead 
to the development of human-run machines for assisting with repairs. Eventually, 
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advances in physics (electricity) and engineering led to the invention of modern 
sewing machines. Similarly, advances in agriculture, chemistry, and engineering 
produced better fabrics and threads. Students should derive an understanding that 
technology advances through interactions among multiple disciplines. While a 
problem may remain basically the same over time (for instance, the need to make or 
repair clothing), advances in technology change how the problem is solved. 

9. Write the words problem and technology on the board. Ask 
students to use arrows to draw a graphic that represents the 
relationship they believe exists between a 
problem and the technology to solve it. 

They can use arrows of any kind, and they should be 
prepared to defend their suggestions. The graphic 
should illustrate that a problem does not drive 
technology unidirectionally, nor does technology exist 
solely in search of a problem to solve. Rather, these 
two areas exist to support and drive one another. Solving problems does require the 
development of new technologies, which can then be applied to other problems. A 
graphic to depict this indicates the cyclic relationship between the two: 

 
Assessment: 
This activity is designed to engage students in learning about technology and to help 
the teacher assess the students’ prior knowledge of the subject. No formal 
assessment is assigned. 
 

 
 Student Product/Process 

Students will design t-charts to categorize the items presented based 

 
 

III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
 
 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 

 
Final discussion question:  
Ask students, "What new technology is being developed in the realms of energy 
conservation, pollution prevention, and waste reduction? What are some of the 
products that utilize that technology? What are some of the ways you can adapt or 
make room for those technologies in your life?" Students may cite water, wind, or 
solar power; virtual businesses; biodiesel; air and water testing; etc. Product 
examples may include windmills (turbines) or solar panels, online banking, hybrid 
cars, etc 
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Lesson 2—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 
Lesson Title: The Next Best Thing 

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM:  Science  X Technology  X Engineering  Math 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:  After completing this lesson, the learner will: 

3. Explain the difference between and invention and an innovation 

4. Explain how new products are created 

 Group Size:   X Individual     X Small Group Large Group 

 Essential Questions:  

5. What is an invention? 

6. What is innovation 

7. How are invention and innovation interrelated? 

8. Who benefits (and how) from invention and innovation? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  
 
Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 
Association: 
Standard 6: Grades 9-12 
E. The use of inventions and innovations has led to changes in society and the 
creation of new needs and wants 
 
Standard 7: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of the influence of technology on history. 

 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12: 
CRIT.1.4. Classify information into logical categories 

  IGI.1.7. Use electronic resources to gather and communicate information 
 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Primary Source Analysis 

 Differentiation: Lesson is written grade level above 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  

Artifact Analysis Worksheet (attached) 

Assignment sheet for powerpoint requirements (attached) 

 

at least 10 items of obsolete technology which could be any of the following (pictures 

are ok, but real items are better) 

Telephone with cord  CD Player  typewriter 

 8- track player   Record player  Polaroid camera 

 Film camera   Floppy Disk  Cell phone in a bag 

 Phone Book   Carbon Paper  Boom box 

 Cassette Tape   Atari or Nintendo Answering Machine 

 Video Camera   Commodore 64 Joystick 

 Walkman   TRS 80 Computer Apple II Computer 
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II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 

 Introduction/Hook 
Have the items that students will analyze displayed on a table or throughout the room. 
Many of the items should pique their curiosity and have them asking questions in no 
time.  
 

 Instructional Procedures 
o Part 1 

 
1. Tell the students that what the artifacts they see around the room are past 

technologies.  
2. Hand out 3 copies of the artifact analysis and read/review the sheets to them.  

Instruct the students to choose any three of the items and fill out the artifact analysis 
sheet for each one they choose.  

3. Allow at least 15 minutes for completing the analysis worksheets.  
4. When time is up, and students have returned to their seats, go to the first item and 

ask if any student had analyzed that particular artifact. Ask them to share their 
responses, especially the “uses of artifact” section. After a few students have shared 
their responses, reveal the item, its uses and the time frame it was popular. Discuss 
what might have replaced that particular technology today. 
 

o Part 2 
5. Ask students if they know if any of the artifacts around the room are original 

inventions. Lead students to discuss that while they are obsolete today, they were 
“the next best thing” in their time. Talk about a couple of particular items and discuss 
the original invention that led to the product they are looking at.  

The items on the table – if they are not an original invention, they are considered 
to be innovation.  

Teacher Note: Definitions: Invention: A new device, method, or process developed 
from study and experimentation: 

Innovation:  an improvement to something already existing.  
The information given and discussed in step number 5 should be sufficient for the 
students to complete step 6;  
 
6. Hand out PowerPoint assignment sheet. In this activity, students will choose a 

current technology, and research it back to its invention. They will create a 10-12 
PowerPoint slide presentation that includes photos and information regarding the 
invention through innovation. See assignment sheet for details. 

 
Assessment:  
This activity is designed for students to gain knowledge of how innovations in technology have 
advanced throughout the years. It will serve as a basis for discussion in lesson 3. The 
assessment will be the rubric for the assignment. 
 

 Student Product/Process 
Artifact Analysis Worksite 
PowerPoint presentation 
 

III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
Monitor student progress during the research phase, answer questions and guide 
appropriately. 
 
More than likely, students will need to finish the PowerPoint activity at home to be able to 
present in class the next day.  
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Invention-Innovation PowerPoint Presentation 

 
1. Research a technology commonly used today (e.g. computer, cell phone, telephone, TV) 

 
2. Answer the following questions about its invention: 

a. What year was it invented? 
b. Who is credited with inventing it? 
c. What was the need/want of society at the time of the invention? 

 
3. Find a timeline of major innovative changes to the product you’ve chosen 

a. Include the year of the innovation 
b. What was changed from the original invention, or previous innovation 
c. Why was this change made? 
d. Who is credited with making this innovation 

 
4. Create a PowerPoint presentation to share with the class about your findings.  

 The first slide should be an introduction to the product 
 The second slide should be the answers to question #2 above and include a 

photo 
 Slides 3 and up to 10 should include the answers to question #3, and include 

a picture of the product at the time you are discussing. 
 

5. The following rubric will be used to assess your final product. 50 points possible 

     

Number of Slides 8-10 6-7 4-5 3 or less 

Number of Points Possible 10 8 6 4 

     

Photo with each slide 8-10 slides 
have photos 

6-7 slides 
have photos 

4-5 slides 
have photos 

3 or less 
slides have 
photos 

Number of Points Possible 10 8 6 4 

     

Slide Two Answered 3 
questions 

Answered 2 
questions 

Answered 1 
questions 

Answered 0 
questions 

Number of Points Possible 10 8 6 0 

     

     

Slide Three -ten Number of 
points 

    

Answered 4 questions on 
all slides  

10    

Answered 4 questions on 
most slides 

8    

Answered 4 questions on 
1-2  slides 

6    

Answered 4 questions on 
zero slides 

0    

     

Class Presentations Presented Didn’t 
Present 

  

Number of Points Possible 10 0   
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Artifact Analysis Worksheet 

1

. 

 

  

TYPE OF ARTIFACT 
Describe the material from which it was made: bone, pottery, metal, wood, 

stone, leather, glass, paper, cardboard, cotton, wood, plastic, other material. 

________________________________________________________________

___________ 

2

. 

  SPECIAL QUALITIES OF THE ARTIFACT 
Describe how it looks and feels: shape, color, texture, size, weight, movable 

parts, anything printed, stamped or written on it. 

________________________________________________________________

___________ 

3

. 

  USES OF THE ARTIFACT 

A. What might it have been used for? _________________________________ 

B. Who might have used it? ________________________________________ 

C. Where might it have been used? ___________________________________ 

D. When might it have been used? ___________________________________ 

4

. 

  WHAT DOES THE ARTIFACT TELL US 

A. What does it tell us about technology of the time in which it was made and 

used? 

________________________________________________________________

__ 

B. What does it tell us about the life and times of the people who made it and 

used it? 

________________________________________________________________

__ 

C. Can you name a similar item today? 

________________________________________________________________

__ 

5

. 

  BRING A SKETCH, A PHOTOGRAPH, OR THE ARTIFACT LISTED IN 4C ABOVE 

TO CLASS. 

Designed and developed by the Education Staff, National Archives and Records Administration, 
Washington, DC 20408. 
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Lesson 3—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

Lesson Title: What’s the problem? 

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM: Science Technology X Engineering Math 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:   

o Identify the need for a specific engineering design project 

o Describe the design project context 

o Identify and differentiate the design project constraints and requirements 

 Group Size:    Individual     X Small Group Large Group 

 Essential Questions:  

o How is the problem defined? What is the need? 

o Who is the target audience? 

o How does the design challenge relate to my everyday life? 

o How do you differentiate between requirements and constraints? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  

Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 
Association: 
 
Standard 9: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of engineering design. 
I. Established design principles are used to evaluate existing designs, to collect data, and 
to guide the design process. 
 
J. Engineering design is influenced by personal characteristics, such as creativity, 
resourcefulness, and the ability to visualize and think abstractly. 
 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 

 
Strand 1: Critical Thinking   Standard 2: Application 
Problem Solving 
CRIT.2.10. Define/describe the problem  
Strand 4: Personal Growth Standard 1: Core Processes 
Interpersonal Relations 
PG.1.11. Consider different points of view  

 
 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Graphic Organizer/Picture this 

                                                            Point of View analysis 

 Differentiation: This lesson is written above grade level for participants 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  
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For each student: 

Design Challenge Project Description (This document is created in advance by the 

teacher Defining the Problem Worksheet  

 

For each group: 

5 index cards (any size) or 1-2 sheets of cardstock and 1 pair of scissors 

 

overhead /smart board projection of the Engineering Design Process graphic organizer 

props to help explain the specific project topic; perhaps a PPT with pictures and drawings 
 

Vocabulary Needed: 

Constraint: Imposed conditions, rules and/or regulations 

Engineering Design Process:  A specific and iterative set of steps that engineers use to evaluate 

and refine potential solutions to problems or challenges. The steps are Define the Problem; 

Generate Possible Solutions; Evaluate Possible Solutions; Make and test a model; Modify and 

Improve the design; Communicate final design 

Iterative:  Characterized by or involving repetition. The steps of the design process are iterative 

they are not linear, and do not necessarily have to go in exact order, and you can go back and forth 

between steps as many times as needed before communicating the final design.  

Requirement: The defining statement of what a product or process should do. It tells the necessary 

attributes, capabilities, characteristics or qualities the target audience needs 

Target Population: An identified population, clients or subjects intended to be served by a particular 

program. 

 

 

II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 Introduction/Hook 
Lead students through a quick and simple design challenge to help them learn the 
steps of the engineering design process and begin to work with their teammates. The 
team challenge is to construct the tallest tower possible in 10 minutes using only the 
given (3 to 5) index cards and a pair of scissors. No external support (such as 
textbooks) or adhesives are allowed. The tower must stand on its own for at least 7 
seconds.  
 
Have the engineering design process graphic organizer on the smart board or 
overhead. Tell the students to follow the steps to the best of their ability while 
completing this challenge.  
At least one team member should take notes on how the team completed each step. 
 
After 10 minutes, bring the class back together to compare notes. Ask guiding 
questions such as: 
 How did it go? Was your team successful in constructing a tower to stand for 
at least 7 seconds? Did you follow the steps on the smartboard? Share some 
examples from your notes. 
Can you imagine how this process would be important for even bigger design 
projects? What are some projects that it might be useful for? 
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 Instructional Procedures 
1. Have students complete (fill in) their blank graphic organizers of the engineering 

design process. Discuss each step briefly as they are writing; in depth discussions will 
follow in subsequent lessons. 

2. Introduce the new design challenge. As a class, review the Design Challenge Project 
Description (as previously written by the teacher or brainstormed/written by the class, 
or attached to this activity). 

3. Use the Investigating Questions to lead a class discussion about how to recognize 
the need and identify a target audience for a hypothetical engineering project. 

4. Give each team a copy of the Defining the Problem Worksheet. So students 
thoroughly define their projects, make sure they consider each worksheet question. 
Help them complete this worksheet as questions arise. 

5. When worksheets are completed, lead a class discussion to explore students' 
responses to the worksheet questions. Ask each team to present their answers to 
one section of the worksheet 

 
 Assessment 

Relating to the Project - Role Reversal: Have students imagine that they are 
members of the target population experiencing the problem and/or need outlined in 
the design challenge. From the point-of-view of a member of the target population, 
have each team develop three questions that they would ask the project engineers 
about the challenge. Share some of these as a class. Have each student to write a 
letter to an engineer explaining how his or her life is impacted by the problem and/or 
need. How would his or her life, family and community be different if this need or 
problem were resolved? 
 

 Student Product/Process 
Completion of graphic organizer Engineering Design Process 
Completion of Defining the Problem worksheet related to the Design Challenge 
Letter to an Engineer from the POV of the targeted group 
Comparison Graphic Organizer EDP to Scientific Method 
 
 

III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 

Lead class discussion after all teams have completed their worksheet 
Ask groups to share from one section of the Defining the Problem Worksheet 
 

 Extension Activities (if applicable) 
 
Have students complete a second graphic organizer- attempting to match the steps of 
the Engineering Design Process to the Scientific Method.  
 
 

References: 
Adapted from Yowell, J.L. and Carlson, D.W., Eds., Introductory Engineering Design: 
A Projects-Based Approach, Third Edition, Textbook for GEEN 1400: First-Year 
Engineering Projects, Integrated Program, College of Engineering and Applied 
Science, University of Colorado at Boulder, Fall 2000. 
http://itll.colorado.edu/index.php/courses_workshops/geen_1400/resources/textbook/ 
Accessed April 1, 2013. 
 
http://bcengineers.weebly.com/design-challenge.html 

http://bcengineers.weebly.com/design-challenge.html
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Team name: __________________________________________________ Date: ___________ 

 

Team members: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Defining the Problem 

1. A. Description of Problem, Need or Value 

 What are the problems and/or needs that justify the project?  

 Describe the target population — who specifically experiences this problem or need?  

2. B. Overview of the Design Team 

 What is the mission of the design team? 

 What are the team member’s qualifications to accomplish this project?  

3. C. Overview of Proposed Project 

 What is the basic purpose of the project?  

 Who will benefit from it? Describe the geographic area and population to be served.  

 How does this project help fulfill the team’s mission?  

 How is this project unique? For example, is it similar to other projects but designed for a different 

target population? Does it employ a new approach?  

4. D. Project Requirements and Constraints 

 What are the project requirements? 

 What constraints have been placed on your team? 

5. E. Project Activities and Timeline 

 What exactly must be done in order to achieve the desired outcomes?  

 When, and in what order, must these activities be done to achieve the desired outcomes? 

 Who will carry out project activities? Who is responsible? 

6. F. Outcomes 

 What immediate and long-range results are expected?  

 Will these results change people’s lives, the educational community and/or the world?  

7. G. Evaluation 

 By what criteria will the success or failure of this project be measured?  

 What techniques or tools will be used to evaluate?  

 Who will do the evaluation? When and how often will they do it?  

 How will evaluation results be used? Who will see evaluations?  

8. H. Funding 

 What is the anticipated total budget for this project? Give a complete budget breakdown.  

 What is the anticipated source(s) of funding? 
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Engineering Design Process 
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Unit Design Challenge: (You can use this one, or design your own)  

Trebuchet Competition (adapted from the Bakersfield College Engineers Club)  

 

Objective: 

Participants will build a trebuchet to throw a hacky sack as far and accurate as 

possible, given three throws. 

 

Materials: 

Wood and PVC plus necessary fasteners will be provided in class. Any additional 

material that a team would like to use must be preapproved. 

 

Rules: 

General: 

1. Teams must design, build and operate their own trebuchet device. 

2. The device must be solely powered by the energy available from the 

dropping counterweight, no motors, springs, bands or other object may be 

used to increase the available energy. 

3. Use of a sling is required in the competition.  Two types of slings are allowed in 

the competition: 

A. Staff sling attached to the end of the end of the throwing arm – one 

end of the sling is fixed to the end of the arm and other is looped 

around a release point. 

 

 

 

B. Single string sling attached to the individual projectile and the other 

end looped around the release point. 

 

 

 

4. The design must have 2 locking mechanisms.  One lock is for triggering the 

device and the other is for safety.  The triggering mechanism must be 

designed so the participant can trigger the device from at least 5 feet away.  

The safety lock is for resetting the device and setting the projectile. 

5. The design must fit in a box with the following dimensions: base is 1x1 meter 

square with a height of 1.2 meters.  The height is with rotating arm loaded with 

counterweight attached and setting vertically, with the throwing side straight 

up in the air. 

 

Counterweight: 

1. The counterweight mass must not be greater than 5 kg. 

2.  The counterweight must be detachable for mass measurement.  All materials 

used to attach the counterweight must be included in the 5 kg. 

 

 

sling pouch 

projectile 

projectile 
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Projectile: 

1. The projectile will be hacky sack. 

2. The projectile will weigh about 40-50 grams. 

3. The projectile will come in one of two ways.  This will depend on the sling type 

used. 

4. The projectile must begin in contact with a horizontal surface no higher than 3 

cm above the launch pad surface.  The launch pad itself may serve as this 

horizontal surface. 

5. The projectile must not drop in height during the launch motion. 

 

Rotating Arm: 

1. The rotating arm must include its own pivot point.  External pivot points are 

prohibited.  There must only be one pivot point. 

2. With the counterweight and sling removed, the throwing end of the rotating 

arm must be heavier than the counterweight end of the rotating arm. 

3. The rotating arm must not flex in such a way as to store additional energy for 

the task when placed in the “ready-to-launch” position. 

 

Safety: 

1. Participants must operate their device in a safe manner.  The device may not 

be activated while team members, judges or spectators are behind the 

device or in the competition area.  Teams using UNSAFE PROCEDURES may 

have trials disqualified at the discretion of the judges. 

2. The device must be sturdy enough as to not pose a danger to students, 

officials or spectators during operation, as determined by the judges. 

3. The device must remain within the launch area during operation.  Participants 

must let the device come to rest without assistance.  EXCEPTION – The 

throwing arm may extend outside the launch area when the device is in 

“ready-to-launch” position. 

 

Inspection and Operation: 

1. The device will be inspected for safety and for build spec compliance at on 

the day of competition. 

2. The device must be ready for competition when called or forfeit that trial. 

3. The participant responsible for triggering the device will indicate to the judges 

when device is in the “ready-to-launch” position. 

4. Participants must wait until the judge gives the “start” order.  If device moves 

before this, a “false start” will be declared and that trial will be disqualified. 

 

Scoring: 

1. An engineering notebook- with all steps of the design process must be turned 

in on competition day. The notebook will be worth up to 100 points using the 

attached rubric. 

2. Trebuchet scoring will be best of three throws. 

3. Trebuchet scoring is based on distance and accuracy.  
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4. There will be a score line that is set from the center of the launch area and 

extending straight out from there. 

5. Points are awarded as follows: 

 A. The projectile is measured from the scoring line. 

 B. For every foot the projectile travels down the line a point is given. 

C. For every foot measured perpendicular from the score line a projectile 

lays a point is subtracted. 

D. As in the example below the throw that went 167 ft is given a score of 

159 which is 167-8.  And the throw of 171 ft is given a score of 134 which 

is 171-37. 

 
6.    There will be 1st, 2nd and 3rd place prizes awarded based on the total score 

earned. 

7.  There may be other categories that may be judged and winners declared; 

such as aesthetics and the best engineering design. 
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Lesson 4—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

Lesson Title: Search and Research 

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM: Science X Technology X Engineering Math 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:   

Gather and organize background information related to a design challenge. 

Conduct an information search to find existing solutions or products related to a problem. 

 Group Size:    Individual     X Small Group Large Group 

 Essential Questions: What products/processes already exist that are similar in nature? 

Are there any constraints that would hinder the product development? 

If there is an existing product/process how can I modify it to make it more efficient? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  

Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 

Association: 

I. Established design principles are used to evaluate existing designs, to collect data, and 
to guide the design process. 

 
J. Engineering design is influenced by personal characteristics, such as creativity, 
resourcefulness, and the ability to visualize and think abstractly. 
 
Standard 3: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop an understanding of the relationships among technologies and the 
connections between technology and other fields of study. 

 
I. Technological ideas are sometimes protected through the process of patenting      
 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 

             Strand 3: Independent and Group Investigation Standard 1: Core Processes 
Information Gathering  
IGI.1.7. Use electronic resources to gather and communicate information 
 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Research 

 Differentiation: Lesson is designed one grade level ahead 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  

Each group needs: 

Design Challenge Project Description (created in Activity 1 

blank paper and pencils 

Idea Web Example 

2 worksheets of the following four, for each team's selected two types of background 

research: Patent Search Worksheet, Standards and Codes Search 

Worksheet, Reverse Engineering Worksheet and User Interview Worksheet 

For the entire class to share: 

computers with internet access 

(optional) small video or audio recorders for user interviews 

http://www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_creative/cub_creative_activity1.xml
http://www.teachengineering.org/collection/cub_/activities/cub_creative/cub_creative_activity2_patentsearchworksheet_v2_tedl_dwc.pdf
http://www.teachengineering.org/collection/cub_/activities/cub_creative/cub_creative_activity2_userinterviewworksheet_v2_tedl_dwc.pdf
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II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 Introduction/Hook 
Today we are continuing to work on our engineering design project for this class. Just 
like real engineers, we must learn as much information as we can about our design 
challenge, especially to determine if a similar product already exists or if any 
regulatory (laws, restrictions, environmental issues) issues exist that change the way 
we design the final product. We do this by utilizing information searches and 
gathering and listing all the information we can. Can anyone think of a way to get 
useful information about our project? 
 
Sometimes it’s difficult to know exactly which information we need to find before we 
can actually design the product. One way we can identify what information we should 
be looking for is to make our problems statement into an idea web. An idea web 
starts with the main need or problem in the middle of a piece of paper. Then the team 
draws branches from the main problem to represent different parts of the problem, 
such as audience, requirements, constraints, and questions. Each engineer on the 
team should be assigned to focus on just one part of the problem. It is ok if  new 
questions arise, it’s actually good- you just may have to do some additional research 
to answer those questions. 
 

 Instructional Procedures 
1. Review the Engineering Design Process and Scientific Method Comparison. Lead the 

class into a discussion about how the EDP is iterative vs. the Scientific Method that is 
linear (has a beginning and an end) ~ Discuss any questions that arise 
 

2. Review the Design Challenge Project Description as class. 
 

3. Use the Investigating Questions to lead a class discussion about the role of 
background research in engineering problem solving. 

Why do engineers conduct background research before they design a new 

product? (Possible student responses: To find out if similar products already 

exist, to discover any regulatory and standards issues, such as intellectual 

property issues, safety or environmental issues, that are pertinent to the new 

product design.) 

Many types of background research can be conducted. What are some 

examples of background research? (Possible student responses): Basic search 

for existing similar products, talking to the target audience(s), patent searches, 

codes and standards searches.) 

 

4. Give each team a blank sheet of paper. Review an example idea web with the 

students to illustrate how to start thinking about what background research they need 

to conduct. Have student teams each create an idea web of the design challenge. 

 

5. Have students choose at least two of the following methods for developing their 
knowledge base: patent research, standards and codes research, reverse 
engineering, and user interview. Have student teams complete their worksheets in 
sub-group pairs. Provide assistance as questions arise. 
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 Assessment 
Have students work with their team to develop common, shared background 
knowledge related to their design problem. Have each team develop a list of 
the main points they plan to consider as they begin to brainstorm for their 
product design.  
If time allows, ask each team to share two or three of their research findings 
with the entire class. 

 
 Student Product/Process 

Idea Web 
Research 
Completed Research forms 
 
 

III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 

Review and discuss the worksheet answers with the entire class. Use the answers to 
gauge students' mastery of the subject. 
 

 Extension Activities (if applicable) 
Give students a current product and have them research to see of a patent exists. 
 
 

References:  
Adapted from Yowell, J.L. and Carlson, D.W., Eds., Introductory Engineering Design: A Projects-
Based Approach, Third Edition, Textbook for GEEN 1400: First-Year Engineering Projects, 
Integrated Program, College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Colorado at Boulder, 
Fall 2000. http://itll.colorado.edu/index.php/courses_workshops/geen_1400/resources/textbook/ 
Accessed April 1, 2013. 
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              Problem Statement 
Design a prosthetic hand that can 

perform one function that can help 

improve the quality of life an 

amputee. 

  Target Audience 

amputee 

Characteristic: 

13 years old 

 

Constraints 

Requirements 

 

Characteristic:  

amputated right hand 

Characteristic: 

likes to play 

baseball 

Must fit on right arm 

 Must cost 

less than $20 

 

Questions we have… 

What function do we want 

this prosthetic to perform? 

 

What do different 

prosthetics look like? 

 

Characteristic: 

female 

 

Idea Web Example 
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Work with your partner to conduct research to answer the following questions. 

1. What is the design challenge that you are working on? 

 

2. What are some possible products that relate to the design challenge? 

 

 

3. Give at least three examples of existing patents that relate to your design challenge. 

Suggested websites to use:  US patent and Trademark Office: http://www.uspto.gov  
Google patent search: http://www.google.com/patents 

 

Patent name: 

Website: 

Brief description: 

 

 

How this relates to your design challenge: 

 

 

Patent name: 

Website: 

Brief description: 

 

 

How this relates to your design challenge: 

 

 

Patent name: 

Website: 

Brief description: 

 

 

How this relates to your design challenge: 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Patent Search Worksheet 

 

Names________________________________ 

Date _________________________________ 

http://www.uspto.gov/
http://www.google.com/patents
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Work with your partner to conduct research to answer the following questions. 

4. What is the design challenge that you are working on? 

 

Suggested websites to use: 

 Standards.gov: http://standards.gov/standards_gov/standards.cfm 

 US government regulations: http://www.regulations.gov/  

 

5. List three possible standards that relate to the design challenge. (Example: size of fasteners, footprint, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. List three possible safety issues that relate to the design challenge. What existing codes relate to those 
issues? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. List three possible environmental issues that relate to the design challenge. What existing codes relate to 
those issues? 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work with your partner to reverse engineer an existing product. 

8. Describe the product that you will reverse engineer. Where is it typically used? Who might use it? 

Standards and Codes Search Worksheet 

 

Names________________________________ 

Date _________________________________ 

Reverse Engineering Worksheet 
 

Names_______________________________________ 

Date ________________________________________ 

http://standards.gov/standards_gov/standards.cfm
http://www.regulations.gov/
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9. What is the function of this product? 

 

 

10. What are the major components of this product? 

 

 

 

 

11. List the detailed procedures you used to reverse engineer this product.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. What are the results and recommendations you have after reverse engineering this product? 
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Work with your partner to conduct user interviews. This information helps you determine if your design will meet 
customer needs and also may help you find hidden customer needs. 

13. Gather raw data from your user using video, audio or notes. Here are some possible questions: 

When do you use this product? 
Why do you use this product? 
What do you like about existing products? 
What do you dislike about existing products? 
What improvements would you make to the product? 

14. Fill in the following chart to document user feedback. (If you need more room, use the back of this sheet.) 

Question Customer Statement Interpretation 

   

   

   

   

   

   

15. Look at the chart above and look for any repeating comments. Group these comments together by using a 
descriptive word (Such as “casing” or “function”). These are indications of your customer needs. 

16. Rank the needs in the chart below in order of importance for the user. 

Rank Customer Need 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

 

 

 

 

 

User Interview Worksheet 
 

Names_______________________________________ 

Date _________________________________________ 
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Lesson 5—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 
 

Lesson Title: What will you think of next? 

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM: Science Technology X Engineering Math 

 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:   

Describe and apply the "rules" of brainstorming. 

Use brainstorming as a technique to generate a large number of ideas. 

 

 Group Size:    Individual     X Small Group Large Group 

 Essential Questions: What are the “rules” of brainstorming? 

     Why is quantity over quality essential to the brainstorming step? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  

Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 

Association: 

Standard 9: Grades 9-12 

Students will develop an understanding of engineering design. 

I. Established design principles are used to evaluate existing designs, to collect data, and to 
guide the design process. 
 
J. Engineering design is influenced by personal characteristics, such as creativity, 
resourcefulness, and the ability to visualize and think abstractly. 
 
Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 
Strand 1: Critical Thinking   Standard 2: Application 
Problem Solving 

 
CRIT.2.11. Determine desired outcome  
CRIT.2.12. Brainstorm possible solutions  
CRIT.2.14. Evaluate solutions  

 
Strand 2: Creative Thinking Standard 1: Core Processes  
Fluency  
CRET.1.1. Utilize brainstorming techniques  
CRET.1.2. Generate many alternatives in problem finding and problem solving 

 
Originality  
CRET.1.8.   Create unique products or ideas by combining materials or ideas  
CRET.1.9.   Generate unique solutions to problems  

 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Group Creativity 

 Differentiation: Lesson is designed for above grade level 
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 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  

Each group needs: 

1 large sheet of butcher paper or white paper, ~ 4 x 4 ft (~1 x 1 m) in size  

a few different colored markers    and the Brainstorming Rules Handout 

 20 sticks of spaghetti, one yard of tape, one yard of string, and one marshmallow.  

For the whole class to share: 

Magnets or strong tape to hang the large sheets of paper in the classroom 

2-3 pads of sticky notes, in two different colors 

Smartboard projection of Brainstorming Rules: this is a great website that displays a 

nice picture: 

http://communication.wp.urbanschool.org/files/2011/10/UCBerkeley_DT2.jpg 

 

II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 Introduction/Hook 
Have the students complete a simple design challenge. Before they can begin 
building, they must spend at least 5 minutes brainstorming (and documenting) 
possible solutions. The simple challenge in this lesson will be: 

In eighteen minutes, teams must build the tallest free-standing structure out of 
20 sticks of spaghetti, one yard of tape, one yard of string, and one 
marshmallow. The marshmallow needs to be on top. Brainstorming must 
come first, and I will tell you when your five minutes is up. 

 
 Instructional Procedures 

Just like every step of the EDP, there are guidelines to follow when brainstorming. 
Students can view them on the screen- as well as keep the handouts and refer back 
to them as needed. Ask students to evaluate their brainstorming techniques from the 
simple design. Did they follow all the guidelines? Where can they improve? 

 
1. In order to help the brainstorming process, it is helpful if the entire class has 

common understanding of the specific design challenge. Ask teams to spend a 
few minutes defining the Trebuchet design challenge in their own words. Write 
each team's response on the board and then work with the students to combine 
ideas to come up with one question that best embodies the spirit of the design 
challenge.  

2. This will be Team Brainstorming as it refers to their design challenge: 
3. Give each team a big piece of paper and a few markers. 
4. Ask teams to write their specific design challenge question from Step 3 (above) 

across the top of their papers. 
5. Initiate the brainstorming process by reviewing the brainstorming techniques 

presented in the overhead transparency or handout (and the Procedure-
Background section). 

6.  Invite teams to begin brainstorming with words or quick sketches using their 
poster-sized paper and markers. 

7.  Direct students to write and draw legibly and large enough so their sketches and 
annotations will be able to be seen by the rest of the class from the front of the 
room. 

8.  Give the teams ~20 to 30 minutes to brainstorm. Encourage them to cover the 
paper with ideas. 

9.  If teams become stuck, ask them to jot down opposites or jot down things that 
are only slightly related. Just keep them moving and associating. 

http://communication.wp.urbanschool.org/files/2011/10/UCBerkeley_DT2.jpg
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10. When time is up, ask teams to cluster their ideas by circling terms that seem 
related and drawing lines between the terms. 

11. Have teams continue the clustering process until they have created associations 
among most terms. Some terms may be left un-circled, but might still be useful. 

12.  Ask teams to use magnets or tape to hang their brainstorming posters on a 
classroom wall. 
 
Part 2: Class Brainstorming: 

13. Give each person several sticky notes in two colors.  
14. Indicate that the one color sticky notes are to be "ideas I like," and the other color 

sticky notes are to be "questions or suggestions for improvement." 
15.  Ask each team to come to the front of the room and explain their brainstorming 

posters to the rest of the class. 
16. After each team has presented, ask students to travel to another team poster and 

look for ideas they like and identify a question or suggestion for improvement. The 
students should write their compliments and suggestions on the sticky notes and 
place them on the posters. 

17.  Once everyone has finished posting their sticky notes, have each team reflect on 
the feedback they received via the sticky notes. 

18. Have students save their brainstorming posters with comments so they may refer 
to them as the project progresses. 

 
 Assessment 

Ask teams to start filling in the gaps between the ideas they have just brainstormed. 
Have students prepare an outline that incorporates as much of the brainstorming data 
that seems logical 
 

 Student Product/Process 
Structure 
Brainstorming charts/posters 
Feedback 
 
 

III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 

Group 3 2 1 Activity 
 Three things I learned today 
 Two things I want to know more about 
 One way I will use this in the future 
 

 Extension Activities (if applicable) 
Have students start to write out some larger groups of sentences or full paragraphs to 
expand upon the smaller clusters and phrases from their brainstorming charts. 

 
Suggest they quickly sketch some descriptions if that better illustrates their ideas.  
From this, they can start to write larger sections of first draft descriptions of their 
designs. 
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Lesson 6—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 
Lesson Title: Where Did I Go Wrong? 

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM: Science Technology X Engineering Math 

 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:   

Explain how failure leads to success. 

Describe the role of analysis in engineering. 

Compare and contrast design alternatives to select the most promising idea. 

 Group Size:    Individual   X Small Group X Large Group 

 Essential Questions: How can a failure lead to a success? 

Why is analysis of a project so crucial to the final outcome? 

How would an engineer make the most educated decision when selecting an idea for 

prototype and testing? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  

Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 

Association: 

Standard 9: Grades 9-12 

Students will develop an understanding of engineering design. 

I. Established design principles are used to evaluate existing designs, to collect data, and 
to guide the design process. 

 
L. The process of engineering design takes into account a number of factors.  

Standard 11: Grades 9-12 
Students will develop the abilities to apply the design process. 
 

N.  Identify criteria and constraints and determine how these will affect the design 

process. 

  

Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12: 

Strand 3: Independent and Group Investigation Standard 1: Core Processes 

Coping with Failure 

 

PG.1.18. Risk a mistake or failure 

PG.1.20. Try difficult tasks  

PG.1.21. Analyze the cause of a failure or mistake 

 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Analyzing Failure 

 Differentiation: lesson is written above grade level 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  

Failure PPt (you can create your own, or a good one is found at this website: 
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Famous Failures Case Studies handout (one copy per pair) and accompany videos: 

Tacoma narrows bridge: http://science.howstuffworks.com/29833-understanding-tacoma-

narrows-bridge-video.htm 

 

Titanic Sinking: http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/a-night-of-

exploration/videos/titanic-sinking-cgi/ 

 

Evaluating Alternatives Rubric and example (one for each student) 

 

II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 Introduction/Hook 
Show ppt/video about failure. Talk to the students about how failure leads to success.  
Ask the following questions to provoke discussion: 
Have you ever failed in a task? – What did you do about it? 
How can anyone or anything improve if no one ever fails? 
How can anyone fail if you are never willing to take the risk? 
 
 

 Instructional Procedures 
1. Students will read the two Famous Failures Case Studies and answer the discussion 

question at the end, "What factor(s) did the engineers of both the Titanic and the 
Tacoma Narrows Bridge fail to include in their engineering analysis?" 

2. Give each student a copy of the “evaluating alternatives” rubric and example rubric. 
They will need the trebuchet design challenge sheet, and all the work they’ve done on 
the challenge thus far (research and brainstorming) 

3. Review the rubric instructions with the class. Show them the example. Important 
vocabulary word to know is that this is a “matrix analysis”. It will help them decide 
which idea from their brainstorming list and research will be the most viable option to 
meet the requirements and constraints.  

4. Have teams begin their rubric by making lists of all the criteria they can think of to 
help rank their design alternatives. 

5. Next, have teams assess the relative importance of each criterion relative to all the 
other criteria. 

6. Have teams normalize the values by calculating each value as a proportion of a total 
that equals 1. 

7. Teams can now analyze alternative designs according to how well each design 
satisfies each of the identified design criteria. 

8. Lastly, have the teams analyze their results. The design alternative with the highest 
value is the "best" idea—meaning that it best meets the criteria. 

 
 Assessment 

Monitor progress on rubrics. Having chosen a design based on the highest value will 
show competence in completing the matrix analysis.  
 

 Student Product/Process 
Case Studies 
Matrix Analysis 
 

III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 

 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/29833-understanding-tacoma-narrows-bridge-video.htm
http://science.howstuffworks.com/29833-understanding-tacoma-narrows-bridge-video.htm
http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/a-night-of-exploration/videos/titanic-sinking-cgi/
http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/a-night-of-exploration/videos/titanic-sinking-cgi/
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Tell It in Two Minutes: Give each team two minutes to summarize the results of the 
evaluating alternatives process: 
 

      What were the team's design alternatives? 
What criteria did the team use to evaluate these alternatives? 
What was the outcome of the rubric? (In other words, which alternative received the 
highest score?) 
Defend why the most promising idea from the analysis is the one that should move 
forward in the design process. 
 

 
 
References: http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/a-night-of-exploration/videos/titanic-
sinking-cgi/ 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/29833-understanding-tacoma-narrows-bridge-video.htm 
 
Lesson adapted from: Adapted from Yowell, J.L. and Carlson, D.W., Eds., Introductory Engineering 
Design: A Projects-Based Approach, Third Edition, Textbook for GEEN 1400: First-Year Engineering 
Projects, Integrated Program, College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Colorado at 
Boulder, Fall 2000. 
http://itll.colorado.edu/index.php/courses_workshops/geen_1400/resources/textbook/ Accessed April 
1, 2013. 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/a-night-of-exploration/videos/titanic-sinking-cgi/
http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channel/a-night-of-exploration/videos/titanic-sinking-cgi/
http://science.howstuffworks.com/29833-understanding-tacoma-narrows-bridge-video.htm
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Lesson 7—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 
Lesson Title: Can You Build It? 

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM: Science Technology X Engineering Math 

 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:   

Explore design alternatives through the creation of prototypes. 

Explain the difference between prototypes and models. 

 Group Size:    Individual    X Small Group Large Group 

 Essential Questions:  

What is the difference between a model and a prototype? 

How can a model lead to a good prototype? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  

Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 

Association: 

Standard 11: Grades 9-12 

Students will develop the abilities to apply the design process. 

 

O. Refine a design by using prototypes and modeling to ensure quality, efficiency, and 

productivity of the final product.  

 

Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 
Strand 2: Creative Thinking Standard 1: Core Processes  
Originality  
CRET.1.8.   Create unique products or ideas by combining materials or ideas  
 
Strand 4: Personal Growth Standard 1: Core Processes 
Interpersonal Relations 
PG.1.12. Accept and offer constructive criticism 
Coping with Failure 
PG.1.21. Analyze the cause of a failure or mistake 

 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Design, Build, Test, Analyze 

 Differentiation: Lesson is written one grade level above 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  

Sketches for the Design Challenge in lesson 3 

Trebuchet Toss Handout 

One set of materials for each group of students:  

20 plastic drinking straws  

20 unsharpened pencils  

20 popsicle sticks  

10 rubber bands  

5 toothpicks  
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5 paperclips or craft wire  

Masking tape  

String  

Scissors  

5 metal washers  

Small piece of cloth  

Meter stick or measuring tape  

Mini marshmallows  

Pie tin or Paper plate 

 

 Background for Teachers: A prototype is a working model of a product that is used for 

testing before it is manufactured. Prototypes help designers learn about the 

manufacturing process of a product, how people will use the product, and how the 

product could fail or break. A prototype is not the same thing as a model. A model is used 

to demonstrate or explain how a product will look or function. A prototype is used to test 

different working aspects of a product before the design is finalized. 

For example, a team of engineers designing a new cell phone might produce several 

cardboard and paper models to illustrate how the final product would look and feel. They 

may survey the general public to gain feedback about how the cell phone could look. The 

team might build a sturdier plastic prototype to test how easily the cell phone could break 

when dropped. If the prototype does not meet the team's design requirements, then they 

may complete”iteration." Iteration is when engineers try again and re-design, re-build and 

re-test. Engineers often iterate many times before determining the final solution to a 

problem. Once a successful prototype has been developed, the engineering team can 

use it as a mock-up for full-scale manufacturing. 

 

 

 

II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 Introduction/Hook 
Review the Engineering Design Process covered so far. Ask questions such as: 
How does the Engineering Design Process begin? 
Let students go through each step- make corrections as needed, and continue probing 
questions; until you get to the evaluation stage. This is where you take over the 
conversation and lead them into building prototypes. You can say something to the effect 
of “Oftentimes, something that looks good on paper – via research and sketches, might 
actually be very difficult to build. To help engineering teams assess the "buildability" of 
their project concept, they often create prototypes.” Today, we are going to build 
prototypes of our trebuchets, using the items that have been provided to you, and your 
design sketch and research.  
 
 

 Instructional Procedures 
1. Say to the students: By building a prototype, you should be able to determine if your 

chosen design solution is will work as intended, and which aspects, if any,  of your 
design needs special materials or further refinement.  

 
2. Show students the available building materials and hand out the instruction sheet.  
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3. Using their design sketches from Lesson 3, have students make a new sketch of their 
prototypes, using the available materials. Be sure they label materials (and 
dimensions) to the best of their ability. 

 

4. Give students "free time" to experiment with the materials and begin construction. 
Answer questions as they arise. 

 

5. Briefly stop the prototype construction process to bring the class together as a group. 
Ask each team to show its initial prototype (as far along as it may be), explain its 
purpose (what the team is attempting to test) and describe any problems they have 
encountered while trying to build. Make a list of the problems on the board and lead a 
class brainstorming session so students may offer solutions to other teams' design 
and building situations. 

 

6. Once teams have completed building, and have tested a couple of times, have them 
move to another team’s table- to test their prototype for them. Ask them to document 
any issues that come about, and offer suggestions on how they might fix them. They 
should answer questions such as: 

Is the prototype functional? What works; what doesn’t? 
Can this prototype be used to explore different designs? 
What improvements could be made? 

 

7. Give teams enough time to make modifications, based on their test results and other 
teams’ feedback- and retest. Be sure they sketch and document any changes they 
make along the way. 

 

 
 Assessment 

Ongoing throughout the prototype and testing phase; an examination of their test results 
and follow up questions will allow the teacher to see if there are deficiencies in the design 
process. ** This is a process lesson, so even if their trebuchet fails miserably the point of 
the lesson is they document and analyze** 
 

 Student Product/Process 
Engineering Design Process 
Prototype Trebuchet 
 

 
III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 

 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 
After user testing, ask the design teams to reflect on the feedback received. Have 
them write short documents for the teacher summarizing the feedback and what 
changes they intend to make in the next iteration of their designs. 
 

 Extension Activities (if applicable) 
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Trebuchet Toss  
Student Worksheet:  Build a prototype of your own trebuchet  
 
As a team of engineers, you need to build a prototype of a trebuchet out of everyday items. 
You can use all or some of the materials provided. Of you need anything additional, please 
let your instructor know, and hopefully it can be accommodated. 
 
The trebuchet should be designed to launch a marshmallow so it can land on a pie tin from 
as far a distance as possible. The trebuchet should accurately hit the pie tin from the greatest 
distance.  
You may use the materials which have been provided to you, but the rubber bands may not 
be used to power the arm or slingshot the marshmallow.  
 
Planning Stage 
Meet as a team and discuss the problem you need to solve. Then develop and agree on a 
design for your trebuchet. You'll need to determine what materials you want to use.  
 
Draw your design in the box below, and be sure to indicate the description and number of 
parts you plan to use.  
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Make a list of the materials you plan to use: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Build your trebuchet. Tip: You may want to experiment with the weight of your counterweight, sling 
length, and the placement of your arm’s pivot point. During construction you may decide you need 
additional materials or that your design needs to change. This is ok – just make a new sketch and 
revise your materials list. 
 
Testing Phase  
Each team will test their trebuchet. Your object is to launch a marshmallow as far a distance as 
possible and land on the pie tin target. You may get an opportunity to test other team’s designs. 
 

Test Results 

 Projectile Distance Distance Landed from Target 

Test 1   

Test 2   

Test 3   

   

Average   

 
 
 
Use these questions to evaluate your team's results in from the test results above: 
 
  
1. Did you succeed in creating a trebuchet that could launch a marshmallow to accurately  
land on a pie tin? If so, what was the maximum distance achieved? If not, why did it  
fail?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Did you decide to revise your original design or request additional materials while in the  
construction phase? Why? 
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Lesson 8—Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 
Lesson Title: The Final Countdown!  

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM: Science Technology X Engineering Math 

 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:   

Evaluate the most successful aspects of a prototype and extend these to the 

manufacture of a final product. 

Create a product according to specifications while working with more advanced building 

tools and materials. 

 Group Size:    Individual     X Small Group X Large Group 

 Essential Questions: What are the types of Engineering Drawings? 

Why must engineers have detailed drawings before they begin construction? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  

Standards for Technological Literacy from the International Technology Education 

Association: 

Standard 11: Grades 9-12 

Students will develop the abilities to apply the design process. 

 

Q. Develop and produce a product or system using a design process 

 

 R. Evaluate final solutions and communicate observation, processes, and results of the 

entire design process, using verbal, graphic, quantitative, virtual, and written means, in 

addition to three-dimensional models 

 

Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 

Strand 3: Independent and Group Investigation 

Product Development 

IGI.1.14. Design an original product based on information gathered and share the product 

with an appropriate audience 

 

 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Team building 

 Differentiation: Lesson is written one grade level ahead 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed:  

Materials and tools for the entire class to share based on the design challenge chosen 

(Trebuchet Design Challenge) 

 Wood and PVC plus necessary fasteners for trebuchet construction 

II.  DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 Introduction/Hook 
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What's the end result of the engineering design loop? (Take suggestions from the 
students.) Creating a final product is the culmination of the engineering design process! 
And that’s what we’ll do today.  
 

 Instructional Procedures 
1. Ask students the following questions: 

What are some differences between a prototype and a final product? (Possible 
answer: A prototype is a special type of model used to explore design alternatives. A 
final product is a combination of the successful features determined through of a 
series of prototypes.) 
 
Why should an engineer or machinist have a detailed drawing in hand before 
beginning to manufacture a final product? (Possible answer: When an engineer or 
machinist fully understands the dimensions, materials and procedures required for 
manufacturing a product, mistakes are less likely to occur and the final product will 
resemble the one designed.) 

2. Ask each team to use their prototype(s) to discuss and evaluate the most successful 
design features, what they want the final product to do, and how they might combine 
the successful features from their prototype(s) into the final product. 

3. Give each team several sheets of graphing paper, pencils, and rulers. 
4. Have the teams begin sketching how they might create an engineering drawing for 

manufacture of the final product based on the successful features of their prototypes. 
Give each team a copy of both the Types of Engineering Drawings handout and the 
Engineering Drawing Components handout. Go over both handouts with the class as 
needed. 

5. Teams may need more than one class period to finish their sketches. Some 
independent research may also be needed for teams to gather information about 
possible materials, different construction procedures, etc. 

6. Help students turn their sketches into engineering drawings (show them the attached 
two drawing handouts as examples). 

7. Give students time for the final product manufacturing process, which may range from 
several class periods to several weeks. 

8. As necessary, have groups complete workshops to introduce new materials and tools 
(for example, a "saws and drills workshop"). 

9. Provide written instructions to guide students to complete certain aspects of the 
manufacturing process that are common among teams. For example, how to use 
epoxy to join plastic parts. 

10. With the guidance of teachers, parents and other adults, help teams complete their 
final product manufacturing. 

11.  
 
 Assessment 

Final projects and Engineering notebook- graded according to rubric 
Give students post test any time before or after construction of final project begins. 
 

 Student Product/Process 
Trebuchet Design and build Challenge 
 
 

II. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 

This process may take more than one class period. At the end of the challenge, 
present the winning team with an appropriate award.  
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Types of Engineering Drawings 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Top view 

Side elevation 

 Hand-drawn engineering 

drawing of a bench  

Traditional 

blueprint  

of building 

design  

 Exploded view drawing 

of bathroom exhaust fan 

 Student CAD drawings 

Modern  

 CAD 

drawings 
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Engineering Drawing Components 
Include these components in your detailed engineering drawings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Drawing source: NASA, http://msis.jsc.nasa.gov/images/Section14/Image368.gif  

See more engineering drawings at: http://msis.jsc.nasa.gov/sections/section14.htm#_14.1_GENERAL_EVA  

Initialed 

and dated 

Line drawings 

from different 

views 

Title 

Design 

details 

Dimensions 

and units 

Specify 

materials & 

requirements 

JSC 05/07/2008 

Overall product 

drawing showing parts 

http://msis.jsc.nasa.gov/images/Section14/Image368.gif
http://msis.jsc.nasa.gov/sections/section14.htm#_14.1_GENERAL_EVA
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Substitute Lesson Plan —Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 
Lesson Title: Substitute Activity  

 Unit Title: Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it 

 Grade Level: 7-8 

 Subject Area: STEM: Science X Technology X Engineering Math 

 

 

I. BEFORE THE ACTIVITY 

 Learning Goal/Objective:  Students will read articles about Steve Jobs and respond in 

writing to questions 

 Group Size:   X Individual     Small Group Large Group 

 Essential Questions: Who was Steve Jobs? 

Why is he credited with being one of the greatest innovators of all time? 

 Local/State/National Standards:  

Standards from Arkansas Core Process Goals for Gifted and Talented Seminar 9-12 
Strand 1: Critical Thinking Standard 2: Application 
Inference  

CRIT.2.4. Interpret the meaning of statements  

CRIT.2.5. Identify probable causes and effects  

CRIT.2.6. Use generalizations to solve problems or justify decisions  

CRIT.2.7. Make predictions  

CRIT.2.8. Identify and support personal assumptions and/or those of others  

CRIT.2.9. Identify and support personal points of view and/or those of others 

 Teaching/Learning Model to be used: Reading for writing 

 Differentiation: Lesson is written one grade level ahead. 

 Materials/Resources/Equipment Needed: Biographical articles on Steve Jobs 

 

II. DURING THE ACTIVITY 

 Instructional Procedures 
1. Have students read the attached biography or the book “Who was Steve Jobs” by 

Pam Pollack (found on the shelf in the classroom) 
2. Have students answer the following questions: 

 
a. Steve Jobs was not only a great innovator, but was also said to be a marketing 

genius. “There’s an app for that” is one of Apple’s most ingenious marketing 

campaigns ever.  List or Draw the first FIVE company slogans/logos that come to 

mind. Tell the name of the company, and the slogan or logo. (Example: Apple Inc, - 

“There’s an App for that” 

 

Answers for this will vary but some more common will be: 

Nike- Just do it 

Wendy’s – Where’s the Beef? 

California Milk Producers – Got Milk? 

Obama- Yes we can 
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Energizer- Keeps going and going and going… 

Geico- 15 minutes could save you 15% or more 

Radio Shack- You’ve got questions, we got answers 

Staples- That was easy 

Home Depot- you can do it, we can help 

 

b. Steve Jobs had seemingly failed at building an affordable personal computer ~ the 
price of $10,000 was definitely not affordable. However, he didn't let that deter him 
from perfecting his idea and eventually he did succeed with his vision. Have you ever 
failed at something? How did you feel? Did you give up or keep trying? In the 
commencement address at Stanford University in 2005, Steve Jobs said “I didn’t see 
it then, but it turned out that getting fired from Apple was the best thing that could 
have ever happened to me". Why do you think he said that? How could that 
statement apply to your failure 

c. The use of technology is becoming more and more a part of our everyday lives; 

except in school. Most schools still don’t allow the use of cell phones in school. Do 

you agree with this policy? Why or why not? Why would the use of cell phones be 

good thing (or a bad thing) in schools? Imagine that you are going before the school 

board to present your case (either for or against cell phone use in school). Write out 

a persuasive speech to convince the board of your position. State your stance (for or 

against) and back up your answer with at least 3 reasons supporting your opinion. 

Include at least one reason that the use of a cell phone in school could either hinder 

or help your education.   

 
 

 
 Assessment 

Read student responses and grade accordingly. 
 

 Student Product/Process 
Content and inference reading 
 
 

III. CONCLUDING AND EXTENDING THE ACTIVITY 
 Concluding questions and/or wrap up of the activity 

Discuss student answers to the questions they wrote about.  
 

 Extension Activities (if applicable) 
 
 
 
References:  
http://allaboutstevejobs.com/bio/shortbio.php 
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A short Biography on Steve Jobs- By Romain Moisescot 
 
Youth 
 
Steven Paul Jobs was born on February 24, 1955 in San Francisco, California. His unwed biological 
parents, Joanne Schieble and Abdulfattah Jandali, put him up for adoption. Steve was adopted by 
Paul and Clara Jobs, a lower-middle-class couple, who moved to the suburban city of Mountain 
View a couple of years later. 
Paul Jobs and his son 
The Santa Clara county, south of the Bay Area, became known as Silicon Valley in the early 1950s 
after the sprouting of a myriad of semi-conductor companies. As a result, young Steve Jobs grew up 
in a neighborhood of engineers working on electronics and other gizmos in their garages on 
weekends. This shaped his interest in the field as he grew up. At age 13, he met one the most 
important persons in his life: 18-year-old Stephen Wozniak, an electronics wiz kid, and, like Steve, 
an incorrigible prankster. 
 
Five years later, when Steve Jobs reached college age, he told his parents he wanted to enroll in 
Reed College — an expensive liberal arts college up in Oregon. Even though the tuition fees were 
astronomical for the poor couple, they had promised their son's biological parents he would get a 
college education, so they relented. Steve spent only one semester at Reed, then dropped out, as 
he was more interested in eastern philosophy, fruitarian diets, and LSD than in the classes he took. 
He moved to a hippie commune in Oregon where his main activity was cultivating apples. 
 
A few months later, Steve returned to California to look for a job. He was hired at the young video 
game maker Atari, and used his wages to make a trip to India with one of his college friends, in 
order to 'seek enlightenment'. He came back a little disillusioned and started to take interest in his 
friend Woz's new activities. 
 
Apple's origins 
The Jobses garage 
Woz, whose interest in electronics had grown stronger, was regularly attending meetings of a group 
of early computer hobbyists called the Homebrew Computer Club. They were the real pioneers of 
personal computing, a collection of radio jammers, computer professionals and enlightened 
amateurs who gathered to show off their latest prowess in building their own personal computer or 
writing software. The club started to gain popularity after the Altair 8800 personal computer kit came 
out in 1975. 
 
The knowledge that Woz gathered at the Homebrew meetings, as well as his exceptional talent, 
allowed him to build his own computer board — simply because he wanted a personal computer for 
himself. Steve Jobs took interest, and he quickly understood that his friend's brilliant invention could 
be sold to software hobbyists, who wanted to write software without the hassle of assembling a 
computer kit. Jobs convinced Wozniak to start a company for that purpose: Apple Computer was 
born on April 1, 1976. 
 
The following months were spent assembling boards of Apple I computers in the Jobses' garage, 
and selling them to independent computer dealers in the area. However, Wozniak had started work 
on a much better computer, the Apple II — an expandable, much more powerful system that 
supported color graphics. Jobs and Wozniak knew deep down it could be hugely successful, and 
therefore Jobs started to seek venture capital. He eventually convinced former Intel executive turned 
business angel Mike Markkula to invest $250,000 in Apple, in January 1977. Markkula was a big 
believer in the personal computing revolution, and he said to the young founders that, thanks to the 
Apple II, their company could be one of the Fortune 500 in less than two years. 
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Apple II Forever 
Although Markkula was a bit too optimistic about Apple's growth rate, he was right that the company 
quickly became an American success story. Because of its beautiful package, ease of use, and nifty 
features, the Apple II crushed most of its competition and its sales made the Apple founders 
millionaires. The biggest surge in sales came after the introduction of VisiCalc, the first commercially 
successful spreadsheet program: hundreds of thousands of Americans, whether they be 
accountants, small business owners, or just obsessed with money, bought Apple IIs to make 
calculations at home. 
 
In the wake of Apple's success, its investors decided it was time to go public. The IPO took place in 
December 1980, only four years after the company was started. Steve Jobs's net worth increased to 
over $200 million, at age 25. 
 
Apple's success attracted the attention of the computer giant IBM, which until then was still only 
selling mainframe computers to large companies. A crash project was started and in August 1981, 
the IBM PC entered the personal computer market. It was the biggest threat yet to Apple, whose 
reputation was being put into question after the flop of the Apple III in 1980. Most hopes rested on a 
business computer project, called the Lisa. 
 
Lisa & Xerox PARC 
Steve Jobs was a big believer in the Lisa computer initially. It was he who came up with the name. 
Indeed, in 1978, his ex-girlfriend from high school Chrisann Brennan gave birth to a little girl, who 
she named Lisa. Steve denied paternity, although it was ovious to everyone who knew him that he 
was the father, given the on-and-off relationship he still had with Chrisann at the time. Jobs refused 
to give any money to Chrisann, despite the millions he had accumulated at Apple. While in denial, 
he came up with the name Lisa for the new computer Apple was building… 
 
The following year, a tour of the computer research lab Xerox PARC made a huge impression on 
him. The scientists who worked there had invented a number of breakthrough technologies that 
would mark the industry for the coming decades, including the graphical user interface (GUI) and the 
mouse, Ethernet, laser printing and object oriented programming. Jobs became obsessed with the 
GUI which was a lot easier to use than the command-line interfaces of the day, which required any 
PC user to learn a computer language. He insisted the Lisa had a GUI and a mouse, too. 
 
 
Macintosh 
However, because of his hot temper and his relative inexperience in technology or management, 
Steve Jobs was thrown out of the Lisa project. He felt absolutely crushed by this decision. As a 
revenge, he took over a small project called Macintosh, a personal computer that was supposed to 
be a cheap appliance, 'as easy to use as a toaster'. In 1981, Steve Jobs became head of the 
Macintosh project, and decided to make it a smaller and cheaper version of the Lisa, complete with 
a GUI of folders, icons and drop-down menus, and a mouse. 
 
 
Photo by Norman Seef 
The three years it took to develop Macintosh were some of the most productive and intense for 
Steve Jobs. He formed a small group of dedicated, young, brilliant engineers who stood fully behind 
his vision of a computer 'for the rest of us'. They saw themselves as 'pirates' against the rest of 
Apple, 'the Navy'. The team antagonized both the Apple II group and the Lisa group, because the 
Mac was competitive of both. Yet in 1983, after it became clear the Lisa was turning into another 
major flop for Apple, all of the company's hope started to rest on the Macintosh. Steve was 
supported in his mission by John Sculley, Apple's new CEO whom he hired in 1983 to help him run 
the company and groom him into a future chief executive. 
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Leaving Apple 
On January 24 1984, after Apple had run a very memorable TV commercial for the SuperBowl 
('1984'), Steve Jobs introduced Macintosh at the company's annual shareholders meeting. The 
product was launched in great fanfare and for the first few months, it was very successful. 
 
 
Jobs and Sculley, 1984 
However, by early 1985, sales were plummeting, but Steve Jobs refused to acknowledge it and 
continued to behave as if he had saved Apple. This created a lot of tension within the company, 
especially between Steve and the CEO, John Sculley, who used to be very close but now stopped 
talking to one another. 
 
In May 1985, Steve Jobs started trying to convince some directors and top executives at Apple that 
Sculley should go. Instead, many of them talked to Sculley, who took the matter to the board of 
directors. The board sided with Sculley and a few days later, announced a reorganization of the 
company where Steve Jobs had no operational duties whatsoever — he was only to remain 
chairman of the board. 
 
Steve was aghast: Apple was his life, and he was effectively kicked out of it. After four months spent 
traveling and trying out new ideas, he came back in September with a plan: he would start a new 
computer company aimed at higher education, with a small group of other ex-Apple employees. 
When Apple learned of the plan, they declared they would sue him as he was taking valuable 
information about the company to compete with it. As a result, Steve Jobs resigned in September 
1985, and sold all but one of his Apple shares, in disgust. He went ahead with his plan anyway, and 
incorporated NeXT. Apple dropped its lawsuit a few months later. 
 
The NeXT years 
Steve aimed at the highest possible standards for his new NeXT machine: he wanted the best 
hardware, built in the world's most automated factory, and running the most advanced software 
possible. He decided that the computer's operating system, NeXTSTEP, would be based on UNIX, 
the most robust system in the world , used by the military and universities— but that it would also be 
as easy to use as a Macintosh,with its own GUI. NeXTSTEP would allow for object oriented 
programming, another breakthrough from Xerox PARC, that made writing software much faster and 
more reliably. These ambitious plans put off the release date of the computer — called the NeXT 
Cube — to October 1988. 
 
 
Jobs unveils the NeXT Cube, 12 October 1988 
When it came out, the NeXT Cube was indeed a great machine. But it didn't sell — it was late, and 
way too overpriced: universities has asked for a $3,000 computer, and Steve Jobs had built a 
$10,000 workstation. After two years of very low sales, NeXT launched the cheaper NeXT Station, 
and expanded its target to businesses, in addition to higher ed. It didn't work: the number of NeXT 
computers sold each month remained in the hundreds. The company was bleeding money and all its 
co-founders left one after the other, as well as its most prominent investor, Texan billionaire Ross 
Perot. By 1993, NeXT had to give up its entire hardware business to become a niche software 
company. Steve Jobs had failed, and he was devastated. He started focusing less on work, and 
more on his wife Laurene (who he married in 1991) and his newborn son, Reed. 
 
Pixar 
To understand how Steve Jobs got out of his nadir, let's go back eight years earlier, in late 1985. At 
the time, George Lucas, who was in the middle of an expensive divorce, was selling the computer 
graphics division of his Lucasfilm empire. Steve Jobs had millions in the bank, after having sold all 
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his Apple stock, and was interested. In early 1986, he bought the small group of computer scientists, 
and incorporated it as Pixar. The founders of Pixar, Ed Catmull and Alvy Ray Smith, had gotten 
together in the late 1970s with a common vision of making films using computer animation only. But 
they also knew no computer was powerful enough at the time, and they would have to hold out for a 
couple decades before their dream could materialize. 
 
 
 
Tin Toy 
For the first five years of Pixar, Steve Jobs set a goal for the company to sell high-end computer 
graphics workstations for institutions, such as hospitals or even the army. The animations group led 
by John Lasseter was very small at the time, and only survived because it provided good publicity 
for the power of the Pixar rendering software. Steve Jobs understood this when the studio won an 
Academy Award for its short movie 'Tin Toy' in 1989. However, just like NeXT's, sales of Pixar 
hardware were microscopic, and the company went software-only in 1990. 
 
Pixar then became a software company, developing the RenderMan 3D rendering software. Its 
animation business was kept alive because it was the only one that brought some cash in, with 
various 3D TV commercials for consumer brands. However a decisive contract changed everything: 
in 1991, Disney signed with Pixar for making a full-feature computer-animated movie. The script had 
to be fully approved by both parties, and the very hands-on head of Disney animation Jeffrey 
Katzenberg halted the production several times out of creative disagreements with John Lasseter 
and his team. But in 1995, the movie was finally starting to take form, and Steve Jobs became 
increasingly enthused by it. 
 
 
Steve as Woodie 
Although he had used his personal money to fund Pixar for nine years, Jobs had never been 
implicated that much in the company, which was always more of a 'hobby' to him compared to 
NeXT. But by 1995, NeXT had more or less tanked, whereas Pixar was obviously going to benefit 
widely from the Disney marketing machine and make a hit with Toy Story. Steve understood this 
new momentum full well: he planned to take Pixar public the week following the release of the 
movie, in November 1995. He was right, and Toy Story's box-office success was only surpassed by 
the Pixar stock's success on Wall Street. Steve Jobs, who owned 80% of the company, saw his net 
worth rise to over $1.5 billion — five times the money he had ever made at Apple in the 1980s! 
 
Back to Apple 
Business wasn't all sunshine and roses at Apple. In the decade following Steve's departure, the 
computer maker had milked all the cash it could from the Macintosh and its successors, surfing on 
the wave of the desktop publishing revolution that the Mac and the laser printer had made possible. 
But in 1995, after Microsoft had released Windows 95, which was a pale but working copy of the 
Mac OS, sales of Macintosh computers started plummeting. 
 
A new CEO, Gil Amelio, arrived in early 1996 to save the company. He cut costs, got rid of a third of 
the workforce, and decided that instead of writing a new, modern operating system from scratch to 
compete with Window, it was better for Apple to acquire one. Eventually, Amelio chose to buy 
NeXTSTEP, NeXT's operating system — and Steve Jobs convinced him to buy the whole company, 
for a whopping $400 million. The deal was made in December 1996: Steve Jobs was back at the 
company he founded. 
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Steve Jobs and Gil Amelio, December 1996 
The Amelio-Jobs cooperation didn't last long, though: Apple lost $700 million in the first quarter of 
1997, and the board decided to get rid of its CEO. Jobs effectively organized a board coup with the 
complicity of his billionaire friend Larry Ellison, and after a tenure that lasted exactly 500 days, 
Amelio was gone. In August 1997, Jobs took the stage at Macworld Boston to explain his plan for 
Apple: he had gotten rid of the old board of directors, and made a deal with Microsoft to settle patent 
disputes and invest $150 million in the struggling Silicon Valley icon. One month later, on September 
16, 1997, Jobs accepted to become Apple's interim CEO. 
 
 
For the loser now will be later to win 
The few months after Steve Jobs came back at Apple were among the hardest-working in his life. 
He later told his biographer Walter Isaacson that he was so exhausted, he couldn't speak when he 
came home at night (remember he was also running a thriving Pixar simultaneously). He reviewed 
every team at Apple and asked them to justify why they were important to the future of the company. 
If they couldn't, their product would get canceled, and there was a high probability they'd have to 
leave, too. Jobs also brought with him his executive team from NeXT, and installed them in key 
positions. 
 
 
iMac introduction, May 1998 
Critics started to believe in Steve Jobs's ability to run Apple when he unveiled his first great product, 
the iMac. Introduced in May 1998, it was Apple's first truly innovative product since the original 
Macintosh of 1984. Its translucent design blew away the whole PC industry, which had failed to 
produce anything but black or beige boxes for over a decade. Moreover, it was a hot seller, and 
played a key role in bringing back tons of developers to the Mac platform. Design innovations 
continued throughout 1998 and 1999 with the colored iMacs and the iBook, Apple's consumer 
notebook. After three years in charge, Steve Jobs had brought Apple back to its status of cool tech 
icon. 
 
 
At Macworld in January 2000, Steve Jobs made two significant announcements: first, he demoed 
Aqua, the graphics-intensive user interface that Apple would use in its next-generation operating 
system derived from NeXTSTEP, Mac OS X. Second, he announced he had accepted the Apple 
board's offer, and became the company's CEO, dropping the 'interim' from his title. It was not an 
obvious choice because he remained CEO of Pixar, too. Mac OS X had not shipped yet, though, 
and would take another year to ship. 
 
The simple fact that such a massive OS transition happened is a technical feat in itself. The Mac OS 
X team worked very hard and released six major version of the system every year or so, between 
2001 and 2007, each time with more stability, rapidity, and features. Although Steve Jobs buried 
Mac OS 9 on stage in 2002, most observers acknowledge that the transition from the old Mac OS to 
OS X was really finished only in 2005, with the release of Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger. The continuous 
improvement of Mac OS X and the powerful core technologies and development tools it provided 
proved key in the Digital Hub strategy that Steve Jobs described in January 2001. 
 
 
The Digital Hub strategy 
Once Apple had been resurrected by the iMac, Steve Jobs started focusing on ways to make the 
company's shrinking marketshare (around 5% of PCs) grow. He decided to use Apple's unique 
knowledge of making both the hardware and the software to do just that: not only would Macs be 
very powerful and attractive machines, but they would also run software that no Windows PCs could. 
His first move was to bet on what he called 'desktop video', the ability to shoot and edit personal 
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movies on your Mac. He was convinced that desktop video would be as big a deal as desktop 
publishing had been in the 1980s, and in 1999, he introduced the iMac DV and a digital movie 
editing software, iMovie, to pioneer that concept. 
 
The iMac DV was a hit, but desktop video failed to catch on as Jobs had hoped. After a much 
introspection, in 2000, the Apple executive team came up with a new paradigm for the Mac that 
would set the company's destinies for the coming decade. They took the idea of desktop video and 
decided to expand it to the other consumer digital devices that were rapidly becoming mainstream at 
the time. Apple would write software for the Mac to edit and store all the new digital content that 
consumers created — and these apps would be so powerful, delightful and easy to use, that they 
would entice PC users to switch to the Mac. The Digital Hub strategy was born. Steve Jobs 
explained it to the Apple community at Macworld in January 2001, the same day he unveiled the 2nd 
and 3rd of the iApps: iDVD, to shares iMovies with family and friends on DVDs; and iTunes, a digital 
jukebox software. Other iApps would follow: iPhoto in 2002, GarageBand in 2004, and iWeb in 2006. 
 
2001: An Apple Odyssey 
In many ways, the juggernaut that Apple became was shaped by very smart decisions that Jobs and 
his executive team took in the crucial 2000-2001 timeframe. We've talked of Mac OS X and the 
Digital Hub strategy, a crucial product and a crucial strategy that were both unveiled in January 
2001. 
 
A third key decision was taken in 2000 and unveiled in mid-2001: that of creating a fully-owned retail 
channel, the famous Apple retail stores. Although it is easy to approve of this strategy in retrospect, 
it was far from an obvious choice back in May 2001, when the first two retail stores were 
inaugurated. PC maker Gateway was shutting down its own retail stores one after the other, and the 
analysts consensus at the time was that niche player Apple would burn precious money in this 
economic downturn on a foolish and dated idea. On the other hand, Steve Jobs explained that only 
in an environment fully controlled by Apple, with Apple-trained staff and only Apple-compatible 
products, could the superiority of Macs be fully appreciated by consumers. 
 
iPod, October 2001 
Finally, it was in 2000 that Jobs started realizing his mistake of betting only on digital movies, and 
reoriented the company's efforts to another media: music. Digital music file-sharing service Napster 
was at the peak of its popularity, and all the young people were not spending their time shooting 
movies, but rather downloading and listening to MP3 music files. iTunes was born out of that 
realization, but there was a problem: although there were great digital camcorders to run in 
conjunction with iMovie, and awesome digital cameras too, digital music players mostly sucked — 
not to mention their universal ugliness. 
 
That's why, in March 2001, Steve Jobs started a crash development program to develop an Apple-
branded MP3 player before that year's holiday season: the iPod was born. On October 23, 2001, he 
introduced this cute white digital device to a small group of journalists in the company's campus 
auditorium. The tagline was '1,000 songs in your pocket', and there was great emphasis on its 
symbiosis with the iTunes app. But no one in the room, Jobs included, had any clue how important it 
would turn out to the company's future. 
 
iPod nation 
The first digital music player that people loved, iPod was a commercial success from the day it 
debuted. It was released, of course, as Mac-compatible only, because its goal, just like iMovie or 
iDVD, was to help sales of Macs. But it came at a time when a lot of people needed a good MP3 
player, and despite its rather high price tag, a lot of PC users ended up buying it too, hacking it so 
they could use it on their machines. This had Steve Jobs and his team think a great deal: should 
they keep making a Mac-only iPod, or should they open it to Windows, too? Although Jobs was 
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opposed to the latter idea, he eventually relented, and the first Windows iPods were introduced in 
July 2002 at Macworld New York. 
 
However, it was soon becoming clear that iPod benefited from music piracy, and that its sales could 
go even higher if there was a legal way to download music. Steve Jobs didn't wait for the music 
industry to reinvent itself. He went to all record labels to negotiate landmark deals that would lead to 
the introduction of the iTunes Music Store in April 2003. Ironically, one of the arguments he used 
was that the risk to music labels was quite low, because of the Mac's small market share (iTunes 
was still Mac-only). The first compelling legal alternative to illegal music file-sharing, the iTunes 
Store was an instant success, selling one million songs in its first week. It not only helped the sales 
of iPods, but it eventually reshaped the whole music industry. It was introduced to Windows as well 
six months later, in October 2003. 
 
Despite this great success, Apple didn't rest on its laurels. In January 2004, it introduced the iPod 
mini, a more compact version of iPod that sold at $249, only $50 less than the full featured iPod. It is 
really after iPod mini came out that iPod became the cultural icon it is now known as. The phrase 
'Walkman of the digital age' became commonplace to describe it, and in July 2004, Steven Levy of 
Newsweek wrote an emblematic cover story entitled 'iPod nation'. The iPod adventure was far from 
over, since Apple introduced the $99 iPod shuffle and the 'impossibly small' iPod nano in 2005, and 
the iPod video in 2006. By that time, iPod had become synonymous with music player, and the 
iTunes Store had sold over one billion songs. 
 
 
Steve posing with iPod minis, 2004 
Although iPod changed the music industry and the way everybody listen to music, the most 
important change it carried was probably that of Apple. The wild success of iPod proved to all the 
company's employees, starting with Jobs himself, that they were right to strive for perfection and 
ease of use — unlike the Mac, which still didn't make it past the 5% marketshare, iPod garnered 
Microsoft-like numbers of 80% of sales of MP3 players. It was iPod that revealed the future of Apple, 
not only as a PC manufacturer, but as a consumer electronics powerhouse. It was also iPod that 
broadened the company's expertise in the manufacturing, logistics and distribution of a mainstream 
digital device in gigantic proportions. Finally, it was iPod which, through the crowds it attracted to the 
company's retail stores, finally helped the Mac business of Apple, whose growth rate outpaced that 
of Windows PCs starting in 2005. 
 
When Pixar met Disney 
 
 
Steve Jobs and Michael Eisner, 1995 
iPod also played an indirect role in shaping the future of Steve's 'other' company, Pixar. After having 
released hit after hit (A Bug's Life (1998), Toy Story 2 (1999), Monsters Inc. (2001) and Finding 
Nemo (2003)), the animation studio had decided to let go of its distribution deal with Disney, mainly 
because of increasing tensions between Steve Jobs and Disney CEO Michael Eisner. Steve Jobs 
openly said he would not make another deal with the Magic Kingdom company until Eisner was out. 
Turns out his opinion was shared by many an executive at Disney — including Walt's own nephew, 
Roy Disney, who started a public campaign to oust the company's CEO in late 2003. Th led to the 
nomination of Bob Iger as new CEO in September 2005. 
 
 
Ed Catmull, Steve Jobs, Disney CEO Bob Iger and John Lasseter on Jan 24, 2006 
Rumor has it that one of the first phone calls Iger made after he became CEO was to Pixar CEO 
Steve Jobs. He was willing to show his good will in ending the Pixar-Disney dispute. Steve Jobs took 
the opportunity to pitch him his new Apple plan. He was going to introduced an iPod with video 
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capabilities soon, and he wanted a movie store to go along with it. Iger accepted, and both men 
appeared on stage in October to announce that Disney would sell music videos and TV shows on 
iTunes. The audience of journalists was pleasantly surprised to see the CEO of Disney appear so 
friendly with Steve Jobs, and suspected there would soon be news on the Pixar side. 
 
Indeed, on January 24, 2006, Disney announced its friendly acquisition of Pixar, putting $7.4 billion 
in stock on the table. Jobs became a Disney board member and its largest individual shareholder 
(owning 7% of the company's stock), while Pixar executives Ed Catmull and John Lasseter were 
both given critical roles in the new studio. 
 
Momentum 
Meanwhile, Apple was seeing unprecedented success in all its businesses, not only iPod and 
iTunes. The retail stores were hugely popular, and a milestone was reached when Steve Jobs 
inaugurated the impressive 5th Avenue store in New York CIty, a glass cube facing Central Park. As 
for the Mac, it was gaining momentum on the market, benefiting from both the aura of the iPod, and 
the switch to Intel. 
 
Indeed, in June 2005, at WWDC, Jobs made a surprise announcement that after over a decade 
using the PowerPC microprocessor architecture in Macs, Apple would start using the more power-
efficient Intel platform. In the late 1990s, Apple had run several ads to make fun of Intel's Pentium 
processors, which were commonplace in the Windows world. As a matter of fact, the expression 
'Wintel machines' (Windows + Intel) was often used to describe PCs. That move to Intel was thus 
pretty bold, but in the long run turned out to be another wise decision. Not only did it make Macs 
more efficient, and pave the way for the super slim MacBook Air notebooks, but it also opened up a 
whole new set of customers of Apple. Intel Macs could run both Mac OS X (and its UNIX terminal) 
and Windows, and became the platform of choice for the majority of developers. All Macs were 
running Intel less than a year after the announcement. 
 
 
Steve Jobs and Intel CEO Paul Otellini at Macworld 2006 
Apple Inc. 
 
iPod made Steve Jobs realize that Apple could become the greatest consumer electronics company 
on the planet. Around 2003, he started a secret project to develop a tablet. But in 2004-2005, he 
realized that the technology that this group had developed, including a revolutionary touch-screen 
technology, could be used in a phone rather than a tablet. After two more years of development, 
including a harsh internal competition to prove that it was possible to make Mac OS X run on the 
phone, iPhone was introduced at Macworld on January 9, 2007. This keynote is often considered 
the best and most memorable of all of Steve Jobs's career. 
 
iPhone was not only a breakthrough digital convergence device ("an iPod, a phone, and an Internet 
communicator" all in one), it was also a force of disruption of the traditional phone business. Just like 
for the iTunes Store, Steve Jobs had negotiated landmark deals with wireless carrier AT&T before 
he introduced iPhone — without ever showing it to them! In exchange for exclusivity, the carrier 
would pay Apple a share of all their iPhone subscription revenues. And of course, AT&T could not 
put any software on the iPhone, and no logo either. This was an inversion of the traditional master-
slave relationship that carriers entertained with phone manufacturers. In the long run, it really put the 
phone industry upside down. 
 
 
Unlike iPod, all of Apple understood that iPhone would be a successful and rules-changing device, 
starting with their own company. That's why Steve Jobs announced that its name would change from 
Apple Computer Inc. to Apple Inc. Macs still mattered, but accounted for a minority of Apple's 
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revenues already, and this decline would not stop any time soon. Apple had become the most 
prominent digital device company. 
 
The original iPhone was successful already: despite its $399 price tag, Apple sold 6 million of them 
during its existence. But sales really started to skyrocket in 2008, after Apple introduced the cheaper 
iPhone 3G (at a subsidized $199 price) and the App Store. Just like the Windows-compatible iPod, 
Steve Jobs was originally opposed to letting third-party software on the iPhone. But the demand was 
so high that he eventually relented, and introduced the iPhone SDK and the App Store in March 
2008. 
 
It is impossible to overestimate the impact of the iPhone App Store, which ushered in a new era in 
mobile software. Thousands of developers started writing apps for the iPhone platform, which 
became a competitive advantage for Apple that no other company has been able to catch up with to 
this day. Apple proudly showed off this rich choice of software in its TV ad campaign 'There's an app 
for that' that ran for over two years. 
 
Health concerns 
 
Unfortunately, while he had never been so successful professionally, Steve Jobs had to start fighting 
cancer with renewed intensity. 
 
In late 2003, he had been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer of a rare kind, that could potentially be 
cured by surgery. However, against everyone's advice, he refused to have the surgery for nine long 
months. Instead, true to the ideals of his youth, he tried alternative diets and treatments, including 
acupuncture and seeing a psychic. Only in July 2004 did he agree to have the surgery. He looked 
healthy for the next five years, and spoke publicly of being 'cured' of cancer at his famous Stanford 
speech in 2005. 
 
Yet at the WWDC keynote in June 2008, few observers failed to notice how thin he appeared on 
stage, and concerns about his health started popping up again. They became increasingly frequent 
until December 2008, when Apple made a shocking announcement that Jobs would not be the 
keynote speaker at Macworld 2009, and that he was taking a medical leave of absence for six 
months. Although he publicly denied it, the truth was of course that his cancer had come back. He 
was actually weeks away from death when he received a liver transplant in April 2009. But he came 
back to Apple, as planned, in late summer 2009, healthier though still very frail in appearance. He 
was eager to bring the finishing touches to a new project very dear to his heart. 
 
Ushering in the Post-PC era 
 
 
 
WWDC 2011 
The iPhone had spun off the idea for a tablet device back in 2005, and it was time to restart that 
project, which of course led to the introduction of iPad. Although some speculated it would run Mac 
OS X, it was decided that iPad would in fact run the same operating system as iPhone, now called 
iOS. It would therefore benefit from the rich variety of apps already present in the iPhone App Store. 
 
Although iPad was welcomed by mixed reviews when it was introduced in January 2010 (some 
dubbed it a "larger iPod touch"), it was always clear to Steve Jobs that it was 'the biggest thing [he'd] 
ever done' — the ultimate post-PC device, an eventual replacement of PCs for the average user. He 
laid out his vision clearly at the D8 conference in May 2010, where he compared PCs to trucks, 
which still existed after cars were invented but were only for professional, niche use. This 
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perspective on iPad was reiterated in a series of TV commercials where the narrator, the 'Apple 
voice', explained how revolutionary iPad was and how the revolution had 'only just begun'. 
 
Unfortunately, Steve Jobs' health, which had seem to recover throughout 2010, started declining 
again. In January 2011, he announced he was taking a new medical leave of absence, this time 
without saying when it would end. Everybody started talking about his upcoming departure. 
However, he deemed iPad and iOS so important that he still made two major public presentations at 
Apple event. The first one was the introduction of iPad 2 in March 2011, and the second one was 
WWDC, in June 2011, where he introduced iCloud. 
 
In many ways, the iCloud announcement was of similar importance as the Digital Hub Strategy 
introduction ten years before. It was not only a product, but a master plan to get consumers to adopt 
iOS devices and lock them into the Apple ecosystem. The iCloud introduced in 2011, which allowed 
users to sync email, documents, and media across their Macs, iPhones, iPod touches, iPads and 
Apple TVs, was only the first step in that direction. It was crucial to Steve Jobs who clearly put iOS 
as the most important part of Apple and the key to its future. 
 
Building his legacy 
 
The resurgence of Steve's cancer was a painful reminder that it was time to 'put his affairs in order' 
before his passing — and he did. 
 
He made sure that Apple was ready to operate without him: in late 2008, he hired the dean of the 
Yale School of Management to create 'Apple University', a sort of internal business track to groom 
future Apple executives by exposing them to the Apple ways of doing business, through actual case 
studies in the history of the company. He also consolidated his executive team and agreed with the 
board that his natural successor would be his second in command, COO Tim Cook. Finally, at his 
last public appearance in June 2011, he unveiled his plans for the future Apple campus in Cupertino, 
a huge spaceship-sized building in the shape of a perfect circle. All of this was in place when, 
because of his increasingly deteriorating health, he resigned as Apple CEO on August 24, 2011. 
 
Jobs also prepared his personal legacy. In 2009, he finally started giving interviews to journalist 
Walter Isaacson to prepare for his first and only authorized biography, giving him his perspective on 
his life and career. He also spent his last days designing a boat for his family on which he hoped to 
travel the world. Unfortunately, death took him too soon, and he died peacefully at home on October 
5, 2011, surrounded by his family — the day following the introduction of the iPhone 4S, an Apple 
event that he watched from his deathbed. 
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 Switch it, Change it, Rearrange it Assessment Plan 

 

 The overall unit goal is for students to understand the engineering design process 

and the importance of each step along the way. The engineering design process ) EDP) is a 

series of steps that engineering teams use to guide them as they solve problems. In many 

ways, it is similar to the Scientific Method that has been instilled in student’s minds for 

years.  

Part of the unit is for each student to keep an engineering notebook- a place to record all 

steps of the EDP steps for each project and mini project. 

Overall Assessment: There will be a pre-post test for the unit, which will include filling in 

the parts of a blank graphic organizer- matching the components to the scientific method- 

and explaining in a sentence or two exactly what each step is. A vocabulary word bank will 

be provided. The assessment is attached to this plan. 

Lesson 1: What is technology? This will include a visual assessment of the Tchart that 

students fill out. It will also include an Engineering Notebook entry answering the following 

questions: 

 In order to be considered “technology” a product or idea must contain what two 

characteristics? 

 Using one specific example (like the loin cloth) In 3-4 sentences, tell me how society 

has played a significant role in the advance of technology.  

Lesson 2: Is it an Invention or Innovation – project assigned will be to follow a product from 

its invention through innovation (to today or its “extinction”) – students will create a power 

point, prezi or poster with pictures to present- presentation of the finished product will be the 

assessment, a rubric will be provided to students prior to starting the project. 

Lesson 3: The design process unveiled – students will be matching the steps of the EDP 

with the Scientific method using a graphic organizer and will be scored appropriately. It will 

also serve as a reflection tool for the teacher to see if the main concept of the lesson was 

retained by each student.  

Lesson 4: Search and Research: Have students work with their team to develop common, 

shared background knowledge related to their design problem. Have each team develop a 

list of the main points they plan to consider as they begin to brainstorm for their product 

design.  

If time allows, ask each team to share two or three of their research findings with the entire 

class. 
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Lesson 5: Ask teams to start filling in the gaps between the ideas they have just 

brainstormed. Have students prepare an outline that incorporates as much of the 

brainstorming data that seems logical 

Lesson 6: Monitor progress on rubrics. Having chosen a design based on the highest value 

will show competence in completing the matrix analysis.  

Lesson 7: Ongoing throughout the prototype and testing phase; an examination of their test 

results and follow up questions will allow the teacher to see if there are deficiencies in the 

design process. ** This is a process lesson, so even if their trebuchet fails miserably the 

point of the lesson is they document and analyze** 

Lesson 8: Final projects and Engineering notebook- graded according to rubric 

Give students post test any time before or after construction of final project begins. 

Substitute Lesson:  participation grade only, will look for obvious signs of participation 

Informal assessments of student involvement and participation in discussions will be 

ongoing throughout each lesson. The teacher will also be watching for disengagement in 

group activities and guide students back on track should any issues arise.  

PRE/POST Test Included  
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Pre/Post Test and Answer Key 
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